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ARTICLE DETAILS 

TITLE (PROVISIONAL) Acupuncture for patients with Alzheimer's disease: a systematic 

review protocol 

AUTHORS Zhou, Jing; PENG, Weina; Li, Wang; LIU, Zhishun 

 

VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Kehua Zhou 
Department of Health Care Studies, Daemen College, USA 

REVIEW RETURNED 17-Jun-2014 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Some grammar and wording issues 

 

REVIEWER Byung-Cheul Shin 
Pusan National University, South Korea 

REVIEW RETURNED 29-Jun-2014 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS  
In this manuscript, the authors presented a protocol for systematic 
review of acupuncture for patients with Alzheimer disease. This 
protocol seems generally well balanced but some important points 
should be supplemented or discussed.  
1. One of main issue is your inclusion of quasi RCTs. In my opinion, 
real RCTs except quasi-RCTs in systematic review are mainly 
included in general systematic review. Even there are several quasi-
RCTs, conclusion(s) may not affected by the inclusion of quasi-
RCTs because of its vulnerability to bias.  
2. You would better to consider your inclusion of „Psychinfo 
(http://www.apa.org/pubs/databases/psycinfo/)‟ in search strategy 
because your topic is related to this database.  
3. Other point is whether acupuncture includes acupressure or 
moxibustion or not in important. In my opinion, acupressure and 
moxibustion should be excluded in your types of interventions 
because those modalities do not make any insertion in the skin and 
are regarded as different interventions in traditional Chinese 
medicine theory. If you would like to include those in your protocol, 
you would better to change your title as „acupuncture like 
interventions‟ than only „acupuncture‟. Additionally, „Pyonex‟ should 
be removed because it is commercial name of a company and its 
meaning is intradermal needling already included in your inclusions.  
4. „Other sources of bias‟ should be defined in page 7.  
5. In your opinion of „Assessment of risk bias in included studies‟, 
both acupuncturists and participants are difficult in blinding seems 
incorrect. Acupuncturists blinding is impossible (not difficult) 
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because of acupuncture‟s nature and participants can be blinded 
when using sham/placebo acupuncture as a control. Therefore I 
recommend the assessment of blinding in both patients 
(participants) and assessors in your section of „Assessment of risk 
bias in included studies‟ seems appropriate than only assess the 
blinding of assessor.  
 
Minor points  
1. In abstract, the sentence of „The aim of this review is to 
assess…..‟ is improper, because this is a protocol rather than full 
review, therefore this should be changed to „The aim of this protocol 
is to provide XXX to assess the effectiveness and 
safety……………..”.  
2. Please check your abbreviations as AD vs. Alzheimer disease.  
3. „trails‟ in page 7 -> „trials‟  
4. „Treatment-related adverse effects will also be described‟ in page 
8 is better to be moved to „Data extraction section‟ in page 6.  
5. in Table 1. Number 9 of „1 or 2-9‟ -> „1 or 2-8‟  
Number 16 of „10 or 11-16‟ -> „10 or 11-15‟  
Number 30 of „17 or 18-30‟ -> „17 or 18-29‟ 

 

REVIEWER Stephanie Prady 
University of York, UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 03-Jul-2014 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Please discuss limitations around the reporting and synthesis of 
adverse event data, including small trial sample sizes. In particular, 
please consider the effect of excluding unpublished literature from 
your review particularly in the context of adverse events. Please 
clarify how you will classify adverse events as treatment-related, 
given there may be heterogeneity in classification and reporting 
between studies. Consider using a structured approach to report 
adverse events in your review, e.g. (Loke at al 2007 
doi:10.1186/1471-2288-7-32). Please expand on your definition of 
quasi-randomised and pseudo-randomised trials, and intention to 
treat. The subgroup analyses has been predefined to consider only 
treatment-related variation between trials. Will factors such as 
sample sites (community dwelling versus cared-for) disease 
progression and/or severity be pertinent factors leading to 
heterogeneous outcomes? If so, how will they be classified? Please 
correct minor incidences of incorrect English usage and note that 
moxibustion is the term used in English searches. 

 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1  

Reviewer Name Kehua Zhou  

Institution and Country Department of Health Care Studies, Daemen College, USA  

 

Please state any competing interests or state „None declared‟: None declared. Some grammar and 

wording issues  

 

Dr. Zhou:  

Thank you very much for your advice. I have corrected the statement of competing interests as well 
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as some grammer and wording issues in the manuscript.  

 

 

 

Reviewer: 2  

Reviewer Name Byung-Cheul Shin  

Institution and Country Pusan National University, South Korea  

 

Dr. Shin:  

We greatly appreciate your careful review and valuable suggestions. Point-by-point responses to 

comments as follow:  

Please state any competing interests or state „None declared‟: None declared.  

 

We have correct the statement of competing interests.  

 

 

 

1. One of main issue is your inclusion of quasi RCTs. In my opinion, real RCTs except quasi-RCTs in 

systematic review are mainly included in general systematic review. Even there are several quasi-

RCTs, conclusion(s) may not affected by the inclusion of quasi-RCTs because of its vulnerability to 

bias.  

 

We think this suggestion is considerable, and we have excluded the quasi-RCTs.  

 

 

 

2. You would better to consider your inclusion of „Psychinfo 

(http://www.apa.org/pubs/databases/psycinfo/)‟ in search strategy because your topic is related to this 

database.  

 

We have added this database in our searched strategy.  

 

 

 

3. Other point is whether acupuncture includes acupressure or moxibustion or not in important. In my 

opinion, acupressure and moxibustion should be excluded in your types of interventions because 

those modalities do not make any insertion in the skin and are regarded as different interventions in 

traditional Chinese medicine theory. If you would like to include those in your protocol, you would 

better to change your title as „acupuncture like interventions‟ than only „acupuncture‟. Additionally, 

„Pyonex‟ should be removed because it is commercial name of a company and its meaning is 

intradermal needling already included in your inclusions.  

 

We thank you for giving us this important suggestion, our primary aim is to assess the efficacy and 

safety of acupuncture for treating AD, so we agree on the opinion that including acupressure and 

moxibustion is inappropriate in our inclusions. We also excluded warm needling, because we think 

warm needling includes moxibustion. Pynoex has been removed.  

 

 

 

4. „Other sources of bias‟ should be defined in page 7.  

 

We have made the difination of “other sources of bias” like this: “Other sources of bias may be caused 
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by the different characteristics and representativeness of participants as well as the selective outcome 

reports due to conflict of interest.”  

 

 

 

5. In your opinion of „Assessment of risk bias in included studies‟, both acupuncturists and participants 

are difficult in blinding seems incorrect. Acupuncturists blinding is impossible (not difficult) because of 

acupuncture‟s nature and participants can be blinded when using sham/placebo acupuncture as a 

control. Therefore I recommend the assessment of blinding in both patients (participants) and 

assessors in your section of „Assessment of risk bias in included studies‟ seems appropriate than only 

assess the blinding of assessor.  

 

Thank you for this recommendation. After the discussion between the authors, we think some studies 

such as comparing acupuncture with western medicine, participants can not be blinded, so we have 

made the defination of “assessment of blinding” section like this: “As for the particularity of 

acupuncture, blinding acupuncturists is impossible, but for the studies using sham or placebo 

acupuncture as a control treatment, the assessment of blinding in both participants and outcome 

assessors can be conducted. But there are some studies which have difficulty in blinding participants, 

such as comparing acupuncture with another different treatment, we will only assess the blinding 

domain of outcome assessors”.  

 

 

 

Minor points  

1. In abstract, the sentence of „The aim of this review is to assess…..‟ is improper, because this is a 

protocol rather than full review, therefore this should be changed to „The aim of this protocol is to 

provide XXX to assess the effectiveness and safety……………..”.  

 

We have changed the sentence to “The aim of this protocol is to provide the methods used to assess 

the effectiveness and safety of acupuncture for the treatment of patients with Alzheimer‟s disease.”  

 

 

 

2. Please check your abbreviations as AD vs. Alzheimer disease.  

 

After checkng the book named “Chinese guideline for the diagnosis and treatment of Alzheimer‟s 

disease and other Demetias” published by People's Medical Publishing House in 2012, we have 

found that AD is the abbreviation for Alzheimer‟s disease, and we have corrected in our manuscript.  

 

 

 

3. „trails‟ in page 7 -> „trials‟  

 

We have corrected the word.  

 

 

 

4. „Treatment-related adverse effects will also be described‟ in page 8 is better to be moved to „Data 

extraction section‟ in page 6.  

 

I have moved relevant content to the “Data extraction and management” section, and expanded the 

content like this: “According to the different tolerance of participants and techniques of the 
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acupuncturists, heterogeneity may exist in performing meta-analysis of adverse reaction data. 

Adverse reactions will be summarised qualitaively according to the following three aspects: 1. Number 

of fainting or other symptoms episodes during acupuncture. 2. Number of haematomas during 

treatment. 3. Number of local infection.”  

 

 

 

5. in Table 1. Number 9 of „1 or 2-9‟ -> „1 or 2-8‟  

Number 16 of „10 or 11-16‟ -> „10 or 11-15‟  

Number 30 of „17 or 18-30‟ -> „17 or 18-29‟  

 

As for some searching terms (quasi-randomised, acupressure, moxibustion, pynoex and warm 

needling) have been removed, contents in Table 1 have to be changed. We have corrected the 

sequence number of searching terms.  

 

Thank you.  

 

 

 

Reviewer: 3  

Reviewer Name Stephanie Prady  

Institution and Country University of York, UK  

 

Dr. Prady:  

We greatly appreciate your careful review and valuable suggestions. Point-by-point responses to 

comments as follow:  

 

 

Please state any competing interests or state „None declared‟: None declared.  

 

We have correct the statement of competing interests.  

 

 

 

Please discuss limitations around the reporting and synthesis of adverse event data, including small 

trial sample sizes.  

 

Because of the heterogeneity arised from various evaluation and report of adverse reaction outcomes 

in studies, synthesis of treatment-related adverse event data is difficult. We have to only make a 

description of adverse reactions appeared during treatment. And another limitation may be small trial 

sample sizes will also affect the comprehensive estimation of risk of harm.  

 

 

 

In particular, please consider the effect of excluding unpublished literature from your review 

particularly in the context of adverse events.  

 

Thank you for your important advice. We think only including published literature is insufficient 

especially for describe the adverse events. So we have decided to include unpublished literature.  
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Please clarify how you will classify adverse events as treatment-related, given there may be 

heterogeneity in classification and reporting between studies. Consider using a structured approach to 

report adverse events in your review, e.g. (Loke at al 2007 doi:10.1186/1471-2288-7-32).  

 

Thank you for providing us a very helpful paper. We have read it carefully, and we think that 

according to the different tolerance of participants and techniques of the acupuncturists, heterogeneity 

may exist in performing meta-analysis of adverse reaction data. Adverse reactions will be 

summarised qualitaively according to the following three aspects: 1. Number of fainting or other 

symptoms episodes during acupuncture. 2. Number of haematomas during treatment. 3. Number of 

local infection.  

 

 

 

Please expand on your definition of quasi-randomised and pseudo-randomised trials, and intention to 

treat.  

 

According to the recommendation from one of the reviewers, we excluded the quasi-randomised and 

pseudo-randomised trials, because the reviewer‟s definition is “conclusion(s) may not affected by the 

inclusion of quasi-RCTs because of its vulnerability to bias”. When dealing with missing data, an 

intention-to-treat (ITT) analysis will be performed if possible, the analysis should include the data of all 

the participants in the groups to which they were originally randomly assigned.  

 

 

 

The subgroup analyses has been predefined to consider only treatment-related variation between 

trials. Will factors such as sample sites (community dwelling versus cared-for) disease progression 

and/or severity be pertinent factors leading to heterogeneous outcomes? If so, how will they be 

classified?  

 

Thank you for this important suggestion, we think it‟s necessary to consider that sample sites, disease 

severity will lead to heterogeneity. When we perform the subgroup analyses, sample sites will also be 

classified based on the place of participants‟ residence (such as own homes, a residential care facility 

or hospitals), and the different progression of AD will also be considered and classified into three 

categories: mild, moderate and severe.  

 

 

 

Please correct minor incidences of incorrect English usage and note that moxibustion is the term used 

in English searches.  

 

We have cheked the incorrect English usage and excluded the term “moxibustion” in our search 

strategy. Because we agree on the opinion of one reviewer that moxibustion do not make any 

insertion into the skin differing from the theory of acupuncture. 
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